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Mrs. Emiko I. Kudo, Director
Department of Parks and Recreation
City and County of Honolulu
650 South King Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Mrs. Kudo:
Hanauma Bay Beach Park
(Sediment Transport to Bay)
Honolulu, Oahu
We continue to be concemed about the drainage of the new car-parking area at
Hanauma Bay Park. The problem is that, as the parking area has been constructed, storm
runoff from parts of both paved and unpaved parking areas will funnel into the road
leading down to the beach area, carrying soil and debris to the Bay itself. Runoff to the
bay had already occurred earlier this spring when we first called the problem to your
attention. The situation has not been corrected and in fact is now even more critical
-because the additional large, unpaved parking area is totally denuded and thus especially
subject to erosion.
Before the recent changes, most storm runoff was retained in the natural basin
formed by the upper picnic area. Water and related sediments were retained and
deposited in that basin. Although the area is dry, there was formerly sufficient
vegetation to reduce erosion, and this, combined with the natural sediment control of the
basin, helped to account for the high water quality in the Bay.
The attempt has clearly been made in the design of recent changes to continue the
basin retention and sediment trapping. However, as constructed, the slopes of the paved
and unpaved car-parking areas are such that the drainage from these areas will not reach
the main basin but will follow the road that leads to the beach. The slopes of the paved
bus parking lot are such that much of the drainage in that vicinity will not enter the
picnic area basin (or the small basin in the bus access loop) but will escape down slope to
the beach area.
The present problem is particularly aggravated by the lack of vegetation in the
unpaved parking lot. Wilson Okamoto and Associates' letter of February 28, 1984 to
Mr. Darwin Hamamoto of your department stating that the establishment of grass planted
earlier will minimize sediment runoff, is now com~letely mute. There is no grass left
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from that effort, inasmuch as pedestrian and 4-wheel drive traffic has obliterated the
grass and left bare soil which is presently being eroded by the wind. There is a need for
both pedestrian and four-wheel drive controls in this area and for improvements in the
water retention and sediment settling capacities of the drainage system in general.
We suggest that the roadway and adjacent land near the bluffs edge, where the road
leads down to the bay, be raised and bermed so that runoff is diverted into the basin,
rather than continuing down to the bay as presently designed. Raising the sills of storm
sewer inlets and berming the southern end of the main basin would also increase the
water-retention and sediment settling capacities of the system.
We recognize that the storm drainage retention basins constitute recreational and
picnic areas, and that from the standpoint of their recreational use, retention of water
and deposition of sediment in them can be temporarily disadvantageous. However,
recreational use of sometimes inundated river flood plains is an accepted practice. The
prime recreational value of Hanauma Bay Park attaches to the Bay and its corals and
other marine fauna. This is recognized by the designation of the bay as a natural wildli fe
preserve. The full retention of that value is certainly more important than whatever brief
reduction in recreational value of the picnic area could result from the infrequent
flooding of the basins during and after severe storms.
It should be noted that the recovery of the marine li fe and water quality of the bay
following heavy sediment inundation may well require years whereas recovery of the
picnic area to a useful condition following its temporary use as a retention basin is more
likely to be a matter of days.
We urge that the highest priority be given to protecting the bay waters and beach
areas and that if any compromises have to be made in recreational use that they be made
in the picnic areas. Since autumn rains can start as early as September, time is of the
essence in addressing this erosion drainage problem.
We have other specific suggestions to offer which would more effectively retain
runoff and sediment in the overlook area. However, since our purpose here is to again call
your attention to the continuing problem, we will defer this for the present. We look
forward to a full discussion of our concerns with your staff at a future date and we urge
you to take action on this problem as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
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Doak C. Cox
Director
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